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Technology all around the globe has been vulnerable to threats and malware. Deep insight into 

the subject has always ensured prevention of debacles but then there has never been an end to 

it. Prof. Anupam Joshi, an Oros Family Professor, from University of Maryland, enlightened the 

attendees about several attacks and the repercussions following them. 

The talk began with the discussion on mobile security. The nonchalant behavior of an average 

user can create conundrums. From accepting 'terms and conditions' incautiously to accessing 

public networks, all have the potential to lead to the troublesome aftermaths. The speaker also 

informed the attendees about the various incidents that have made their space into history 

books. The demise of Iranian centrifuge; or the Nigerian 419 scam; or the ransomware incidents 

were some of the discussed events. 

 

Prof. Joshi went on to talk about role of state and non-state actors in malware attack and how 

big a problem is regarding the same. An interesting example was about an US data 

management startup which was hit my malware asked for ransom. On being refused, the 

hackers deleted all the data bypassing the security barriers of Amazon cloud services used by 

startup itself. He also talked about how easy it is for major mobile handset company and the 

infamous “Big Brother” to track the location and activity of 4 Billion people worldwide using the 

details in digital calendar and emails. 

Prof. Joshi urged students to look at advanced degree as a better career option and emphasized 

on need to have a sophisticated cyber security infrastructure to tackle increasing cyber-attack 

for various state and infrastructure. He took up Q and A after the talk where we had an 



interesting discussion on how vulnerabilities are recently spotted in Hardware front as well, in 

nascent stage though. Session ended with Prof. Gokhale giving Prof. Joshi a token of thanks for 

giving this enlightening talk. 

 

 


